Or this one?
A 
PISA Science Results Grade 10
Highlights from PISA 2009, p. 26
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TIMSS provides reliable and timely data on the mathematics and science achievement of U.S. students compared to that of students in other countries. 
Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study

A New Vision of Science Learning that Leads to a New Vision of Teaching
17
"The framework is designed to help realize a vision for education in the sciences and engineering in which (all) students, over multiple years of school, actively engage in science and engineering practices and apply crosscutting concepts to deepen their understanding of the core ideas in these fields."
A Framework for K-12 Science Education pp. 8-9
Vision for Science Education
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The framework is built on the notion of learning as a developmental progression.
19
It is designed to help children continually build on and revise their knowledge and abilities, starting from their curiosity about what they see around them and their initial conceptions about how the world works. 
4-PS3 Energy
A Closer Look at a Performance Expectation 
Foundation Box
The practices, core disciplinary ideas, and crosscutting concepts from the Framework f or K-12 Science Education that were used to form the performance expectations
Scientific & Engineering Practices
Activities that scientists and engineers engage in to either understand the world or solve a problem
Disciplinary Core Ideas
Concepts in science and engineering that have broad importance within and across disciplines as well as relevance in people's lives.
Crosscutting Concepts
Ideas, such as Patterns and Cause and Effect, which are not specific to any one discipline but cut across them all.
Connection Box
Other standards in the Next Generation Science Standards or in the Common Core State Standards that are related to this standard
The Connection Box
Inside the NGSS Box
What is Assessed
A collection of several performance expectations describing what students should be able to do to master this standard
Foundation Box
The practices, core disciplinary ideas, and crosscutting concepts from the Framework for K-12 Science Education that were used to form the performance expectations
Connection Box
Title and Code
The titles of standard pages are not necessarily unique and may be reused at several different grade levels . The code, however, is a unique identifier for each set based on the grade level, content area, and topic it addresses.
30
How is content articulated in the NGSS?
31
Review and discuss the progression of energy standards with a partner or your team.
Kindergarten Grade 4 Middle School High School
32
Partner/Group Review and Discussion
33
Discuss and Record your observations:
• How do the standards build coherently K-HS? • How do core ideas progress K-12.
• How does the cognitive rigor progress K-HS?
•  Behaviors that scientists engage in as they investigate, build models, analyze data and communicate information  "Practices" rather than "skills" since knowledge and skills are required that are specific to each practice.  Engineering involves solving a problem through design.  Engineering practices make STEM relevant to students. (1) Patterns, similarity, and diversity; (2) Cause and effect; (3) Scale, proportion and quantity; (4) Systems and system models; 
Dimension 1 Science and Engineering Practices
Current State Science Standard Sample
Students will use tools and instruments for observing, measuring, and manipulating equipment and materials in scientific activities utilizing safe laboratory procedures.
Students will use the ideas of system, model, change, and scale in exploring scientific and technological matters.
Distinguish between atoms and molecules.
Recognize that there are more than 100 elements and some have similar properties as shown on the Periodic Table of Elements.
Identify and demonstrate the Law of Conservation of Matter.
Inquiry Standards Content Standards
Three Dimensions Intertwined 
